Personal ‘Arctic’ Observations
Science is both a social and individual activity.
~Henry Stommel (1987) in “A View of the Sea”
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R/V Cape Henlopen May-25, 1989

augment each map with a vertical salinity transect across the shelf in order to depict
the salinity distribution in three dimensions. Figure 6 represents the salinity field in
May on day 145 during light but upwelling favorable winds. Near the estuary buoyant
waters form a narrow zone with large lateral salinity gradients. Miinchow et al.
Buoyancy
and Wind
Forcing(1992)
of a Coastal
Current
(1992a)
and Mtinchow
and Garvine
show that
the subtidal flow in this source
region of the coastal current always turns anti-cyclonically to form the Delaware

Figure 6. Map of surface salinity for the coastal current in May 1989 after a large river
dischargeevent. Dots indicate the ship track along which we collected the data while the
arrow indicatesthe location of a salinity transect shownto the right. For currents, winds,
and dischargeconditionsduring the event seeFigure 3.
Muenchow & Garvine (1993)
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Figure 10. Drifter trajectories sorted by wind direction. (a) downwelling favorable winds; (b)
upwelling favorable winds; (c) transitional winds. The wind vector and scale appears on the

Towed ADCPs …

… good idea …

… but too fickle.
from Muenchow et al (1997)
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FIG. 8. Time series of (a) air temperature and (b) wind vectors at Point Barrow airport for
the month of September 1993. The vertical lines on day 252 and 268 indicate the time of the
two surveys by the CCGS Henry Larsen.

Synoptic Flow and Density Observations near an Arctic Shelf Break
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ABSTRACT
Analyses of data from three shipborne surveys describe the quasi-synoptic density and velocity fields near
Barrow Canyon, Alaska. The canyon parallels the northwestern coast of Alaska and contains three different
water masses. These are 1) warm and fresh Alaskan coastal waters that originate from the Bering Strait; 2) cold
and moderately salty waters that originate from the Chukchi shelf; and 3) warm and salty waters that originate
from the Atlantic layer of the Arctic Ocean. A halocline separates the Chukchi shelf and Atlantic layer waters.
The halocline slopes upward into the canyon where it is then twisted to slope across the wide canyon. An
intensification of the Beaufort gyre near the shelf break just seaward of Barrow Canyon raises the halocline
more than 100 m toward the surface. Locally upwelling favorable winds raise the Arctic halocline, which thus
is ventilated within Barrow Canyon adjacent to the coast. In the absence of winds the halocline slopes acrosscanyon in the thermal wind sense due to a northward flowing coastal current.
Velocity measurements from a towed acoustic Doppler current profiler reveal a northward flowing jet that
transports about 0.3 Sv (Sv ! 106 kg m"3) of Bering Sea summer water into the Arctic Ocean at speeds that
exceed 0.7 m s"1. Total northward transports through the canyon exceed 1.0 Sv. The warm waters of this coastal
current supply more than 100 W m"2 of heat to the atmosphere. The jet separates both from the bottom and
from the coast. Hence, a laterally and vertically sheared jet forms, which breaks into three branches at about
71.8#N latitude.
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Muenchow et al. (1999)
FIG. 1. Maps of the study area showing (a) the western Arctic along with the 100-m and 1000m isobaths indicating the shelf break and (b) the western portion of the East Siberian Sea including
Long Strait and Wrangel Island near the date line. The triangles in (a) indicate deployment locations
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that no such eastward flow was present in the summer
of 1995. Instead our drifters described a flow in the
opposite direction; that is, the surface circulation in
Surface Velocity off Siberia 1995

FIG. 18. Map of record mean current vectors for the 1995 ice-free
summer season in the East Siberian Sea. The 95% confidence limits
for speed and direction are indicated by the lines enclosing each
vector. The ticks on these lines represent upper and lower confidence
limits for speed while their orientations represent upper and lower
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Fig. 11. Potential temperature (bottom), salinity (middle), and potential density
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ZWENG AND MÜNCHOW: WARMING AND FRESHING OF BAFFIN BAY

Figure 6. Time rate of change of temperature and salinity as a function of depth in Deep Basin area
(H > 2000 m). Solid lines indicate the 95% percent confidence interval. Significant warming occurs
throughout the water column. Also shown are predicted values in 1920, 1960, and 2000 that we obtain
from the linear trend analysis.
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Figure 7. Time series of temperature in Deep Basin in deep Baffin Bay (defined by bottom depth H >
2000 m). Data and linear trends for five different bins are shown.
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Why this fascination with freshwater?
New Learning --> Kelly Falkner --> Climate Science

Global thermohaline circulation:
--->nonlinear dynamical system with multiple equilibria

after Broecker

How to turn this on and off?
Add Freshwater.

Freshwater Flux Forcing:
Response
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From Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2002)
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The Times are a Changing:

∂ • / ∂t ≠ 0
“Steady State” may not exist
Understanding a more dynamic
Arctic Ocean circulation requires
more modern observational tools
OSM-2006
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Lost Years of too much Field Work
1998 - 2005
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~1000-m

Nares Strait Ocean Moorings 2003-12

Wind direction (northward)

Physics-in-Action: Shear Instabilities in Kennedy Channel, Aug.-2003
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Greenland, Aug. 12, 2005

New Beginnings
Ocean-Glacier Interactions 2010-present
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Münchow and others: Interannual changes of the Petermann Gletscher ice shelf

Fig. 1. MODIS images acquired over Petermann Gletscher on 25 July 2003 (left), 13 August 2010 (center) and 30 July 2012 (right). White
lines on the left image are ICESat tracks, labeled by track number. Blue and red curves on the left panel are survey lines flown by NASA in
2002, 2003 and 2007. Blue curves in the center panel show the 2011 flight lines. Red indicates flight lines along the central channel, while
blue marks flight lines along the ambient ice shelf. The thick black curve across the glacier near y ¼ 0 km is the grounding-line location of
Rignot and Steffen (2008). The horizontal black line near y ¼ 15 km in the middle panel shows the location of MODIS surface reflectance
profiles presented in Figure 6. The black rectangle shows an area of large and non-hydrostatic crevasses shown in Figure 10. Dark areas
within 2 km of the western wall (x ! 70 km) are shadows cast by high terrain, not ice-free water.

2008). Higgins (1991) estimated the long-term mean calving
rate at !0.6 Gt a–1 or !5% of the flux across the grounding
line. Annual precipitation is small, and the ice-shelf surface

ranging from 25 m a–1 at the grounding line to zero at the
ice front.
The large calving events at PG in 2010 and 2012 reduced
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Decadal Variability of Petermann Gletscher, North Greenland
from Observations of Ice, Ocean, and Atmosphere

AIR
+0.12 ± 0.04 °C/year

ICE
-5 m/year
15 km

Credit: Jon Poole,
CCGS Henry
Larsen,
Aug.-2012

OCEAN
+0.06 ± 0.02 °C/year
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Did I ever see a polar bear?

Aug.-12, 2012
Nares Strait.
[Kirk McNeil, Labrador]

